67% of diplomates are satisfied or very satisfied with MOCA 2.0 compared to the traditional MOCA program.

74% say board certification is valuable to their practice; of these physicians 51% say it's extremely valuable and 23% very valuable.

76% of board-certified anesthesiologists say MOCA Minute® helps keep their medical knowledge current.

Diplomates feel investing in CME and MOCA Minute would enhance the value of continuing certification.

We asked diplomates which types of CME interested them most:

- Choose your own adventure scenario
- Online simulation
- Q&A modules
- Short videos
- Podcasts
- Journal articles
- Annual meeting
- QI
- Research projects

Aggregate survey findings will be shared with CME providers to help them prioritize activity development that adds the greatest value to practicing anesthesiologists.

DIPLOMATE PERCEPTION OF THE ABA TRENDING POSITIVE

- Negative sentiment decreased by 32%
- Neutral sentiment increased by 18%
- Positive sentiment remained flat